Abstract: We investigate the human sustainability of ICT and management changes using a
Introduction

32
The large definition of a sustainable development adopted the Brundtland report where both consequences on the interpretation of marginal effects as can be seen from the influence of changes 
177
The questions capturing work experience come from a unique questionnaire addressed to 
184
In order to study a comparable population from the two sectors, we took out from the sample 
271
The most frequent type of change in this sector is ICT changes only, which affects 21% of employees.
272
In contrast, only 23% of public sector employees belong to stable organization and 37% of them are 
311
We report descriptive statistics across sectors for these indicators in 
340
Note: Controls included for employer and employee level characteristics and for employee self-selection,
341
weighted regressions, significance level in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
342
The evolution of constraints weighing on the work pace seems to be relatively unaffected by 
349
ICT changes have a weakly significant negative impact. However, the estimations at various points
350
of the distribution of changes do not suggest a decrease in the incidence of activity peaks in response
351
to organizational changes in the private sector.
Results are more conclusive in the public sector for intense ICT related organizational changes.
353
The second column of 
361
which increases in value and significance with the intensity of organizational changes.
362
Finally, the coefficient associated with lambda is negative but non-significant. Therefore, the 363 inclusion of the inverse Mills ratio in the regressions has not altered the result. 
370
ICT and management changes, but at a rate that decreases with the intensity of changes (column 1).
371
Indeed, first order terms are positive and significant, second order terms are negative and the 372 interaction effect is negative. However, the positive impact on skill use is stronger for management 
378
396
The coefficient associated with lambda is negative and significant in the public sector. Hence,
397
there is a negative correlation between unobserved heterogeneity favoring self-selection in the public 
Diverging impacts of changes on the evolution the subjective relationship to work in the two sectors
401
The largest difference between the private and public sectors appears in the field of work 402 commitment. Actually, ICT and organizational changes seem to be more strongly affecting the 403 subjective relationship to work than they are affecting the more objective dimensions of work 404 intensity and skill utilization. Note: Controls included for employer and employee level characteristics and for employee self-selection,
406
411
412
The results reported in the first column of 
444
In the public sector, effects at the second order differ from those observed for the evolution of 
448
The marginal effects of ICT changes remain negative, but they are lower for higher deciles of ICT 
453
The coefficient associated with lambda is significant in the regressions concerning the evolution unobserved heterogeneity that explains self-selection into each sector has opposite effects on the 
491
give each leaver a weight of three, bringing our sample of 1140 leavers to a size 3420 individuals.
492
We report in the first two columns of Table 5 
500
is no more significant for the evolution of involvement. The interaction effect is still positive, but it is 501 smaller for the evolution of involvement.
502
Overall, the fact that management changes interact positively with involvement and fair work 503 recognition, when their intensity is not too high could be due to the resignation of unhappy 
530
531
532
The descriptive statistics of the diffusion of ICT and management tools in private and public 
592
We display the full results in table A2 of the appendix. As expected, the introduction of 593 performance pay has a positive effect on the evolution of involvement in the private sector but not in subjective relationship to work. No interaction terms with performance pay are significant in the as far as fair work recognition is concerned: the interaction with the second order term is negative in 598 the private sector and the interaction the first order term is positive in the public sector.
evolution of involvement and the feeling of fair recognition for the average employee according to
601
her eligibility to performance pay in the last three years. We also report the result on the total sample 
610
Note: Average effects from regressions in table A2, significance level: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
611
In the group of workers who benefit from performance pay, results on the subjective 
620
The way organizational changes are discussed and assessed when implemented at the 621 workplace could also influence their impact on the subjective relationship to work. We will consider 
684
between changes and the evolution of the subjective relationship to work. 
703
For ICT changes, the presence of trade unions accentuates the deterioration of involvement and
704
of the feeling of fair work recognition in the private sector but has no specific influence in the public quadratic form for ICT and management changes, allowing for threshold effects beyond some 719 intensity level as well as for a complementarity between the two types of changes.
720
We first show that organizational changes were more intense in the 
727
In the private sector, the changes were on average less intense and not significantly associated
728
with variations in the intensity of work. They appear to be related to an enrichment of work that
729
does not lead to the accumulation of new skills. Indeed, employees report that their skills are used 730 more than before but do not report more opportunities of learning new things at work.
731
It is in the more subjective areas of employee involvement and fair work recognition that the 
745
We tested four possible explanations on the causes of this sector-based divergence in the area of 746 the subjective relationship to work. We ruled out two of them: the role of the specific sources and 
755
ICT changes, which have overall consequences that are more ambiguous.
756
These results suggest that the human sustainability of ICT and management changes depends and 10 or more employees in the public sector.
